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Fashions
Wind Up
’W’ Week

Women’s Week actittitist conclude today with a Fadhioh ElhoW
and Tea at the Catholic Women’s
Center at 8:30 p.m. Women feeulty members will be the honored
guests at the event chairmaned
by Nan Goodart. All students are
invited.
Sororities and women’s living
groups will be represented by
models who will be &Swing spring
campus clothes, bathing suits and
formal and semi -formal costumes
from the downtown stores.
The models and their houses are
as follows: Shirley Benton, Alpha
Chi Omega; Dorothy Davis, Alpha
Omicron PI; Arlene Compute, Alpha Phi; Cathy Westermann, Chi
Omega; Judy Hunter, Delta Gamma; Jackie Gump, Delta lieta: Pat
Burt, Gamma Phi Beta; Ginger
Buss, Kappa Alpha Theta; Lesley
Andersen, Kappa Delta; Diane Wllroff, Kappa Kappa Gamma; Margie Kenner, Phi Mu; Judy Hanson, Sigma Kappa; Carmen Usklilt,
Co-ed Manor; Carolyn Hunt, Cordella Hall; Lynne Murray and ElWm/
len Covey, CVVC; Judy Gleason,
Elymwyok; sad Sandy Wilburn, GOING ORIENT/ILDon Ryan. the "sandwich
oriental Amen Mier dance is ediednled to start at
board man" Is telling Junior Class members Jack
9:00 pm and will last until 1 a.m. Jerry Gray sad
Marlmur Hall.
Clarke, left, and Pat Parrish aboutthe Junior Prom,
his "Bated of Today" will provide the music. Tic"13olcuri Odori". The prom will he held tomorrow
kets may be parokased through tomorrow in the
at the Villa Hotel in Sea Mateo ’sad will have an
outer quad for $3.50 per couple. Photo by Blaisdell

march 29
vala hotel
4Pail

Alpha Phi Wins
Melodies Award

Alpha Phi sorority took first
place in last night’s March Melodies song festival singing a medley from "Carousel." Dressed in
white sissy blouses and red and
white checked skirts the winners
sang to n.nearikebqr -rearn Only
audience. Margaret Dutch was
their director.
Sigma Kappa and Delta Gamma
won second and third place trophies respectively. Sigma Kappas
sang "It Might as Well Be Spring"
directed by Jann Fraser and the
Delta Gammas a a n g "Soldier,
Soldier, Will YOu Marry Me?",
"The Riddle Serie. "Jamakeon
Farewell" and "Black is the Color
of My True Love’s Hair" directed
by Sandy King.

Jerry Gray’s ’Band of Today’
To Make Music for Juniors

Jerry Gray and his "band of
today" will provide the music tomarrow night for the 1957 Junlee.lesetn "Soitart Wort"
The prom will be held in San
Mateo at the newly-opened Villa
Hotel, El Camino and 41st Sts.,
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Bud Fisher, president of the Juntor Class, has announced that the
dance is semi -formal and corsages
won’t be necessary.
Gray, one-time arranger for the
lat. Glenn Miller, has written such
song hits as "A String of Pearls,"
"Pennsylvania 6-5000," "Sun Vatley Jump," 1111r. Hop," "Anvil
Chorus," and "American Patrol."
He has made numerous appearances at the Edgewater Hotel in
Chicago, the Stiffer Hotel in Butfib, the Ambassador’s Coconut
Grove in Los Angeles, and the
Students elected In the March Dunes Hotel in Las Vegas.
In addition, Gray has appeared
14-15 election apparently hadn’t
recovered from the "shock" of having to re-run for office in the April
30-May 1 AS13. election by Student
Union closing time yesterday.
Only one student applied for canThe SJS coed will take the spotdidacy.
Class officers and junior justices light in the Spring Edition of
who were just elected will have Lyke, campus feature Magazine,
the distinction of holding t h e which goes on sale next Wednesshortest terms of office in SJS day. The girls will play a promihistoryless than six weeks. The nent part in both the magazine it.
Student Court ruled Tuesday self and In its sales campaign, acthat class officer and junior jus- cording to Janet Nielsen, Lyke edtices would have to run again be- itor.
Many of Lykes features Will be
cause the ASB amendments which
were voted in at the same time based on a "Girls!" theme, includstipulate that elections for these leg such stories as "Definition of
offices must he held in. the forth- a Girl." "International Spice" (forcoming April 30-May 1 ASB elec- eign women), "Lasses with Glasses," "Lykeable Doll," "Campus
tions.
The students must fe-run be- Queens" and "Song Girls."
Other Lyke stories will be a
came the tirriendments provide for
two electiens instead of three as parody on rushing; spreads on the
was the previous arrangement novice boxing rooting nections and
This means that students who the Beaux Arts Ball; and the regplanned to run in the September ular features, "Lykeabie Prof,"
elections will have to pin in May, "Pilfered Pica" and assorted jokes
because there will be no Septem and cartoons.
Sales of the Spring Edition will
her elections.
Chief Justice Gary Clarke re- be conducted from 7 a.m.-2 p.m,
minded students who plan to run next Wednesday In six places on
for office that they should apply campus, with coeds from 26 Indefor an officership a year ahead of pendent Women’s housing facilities
their present status. Freshman ap- sa saleswomen.
Boothe or tables will he set up
ply for sophomore offices, gophermores apply for junior offices, and at the entrance to the Home FA’njuniors apply for senior offices nomIcs Building patio; at the
because those elected in the corn- crosswalk between the Engineering elections will serve until nee’’, ing and Pfilloriophy Departinvit
January. Incoming freshman will buildings on 7th St.; at the Science
Building etitraace off the Outer
elect officers in December.
Applications are Open for ASB Quad; in the Library Building enpresident, vice president, record- trance patio; at the 5th Street
ing secretary, corresponding see* ampule entranen between the Poretary, senior justices, junior lice School buildings and the Men’s
Interjustices, representatives at large, Gym; and at the
t. Bldg. and
full veer class representatives, imd section ’near the
sophomore, junior and senior class womme 031m.
MIL
.Lyire’a prima 10111
offices.

ASB Candidate
Re-Runs Open

Lyke Features
’Girls’ Theme

filikantlit

t.

at such ballrooms as the molly- vice-muddily& ate the Juniors,
made many apwood Palladium, Rendezvous Ball- "Cray Mao 4
room in Balboa, Steel Pier in pearancee in 1ege. from coast
Atlantic CNA; and the Casino in to, earmigit
sant Smelt Chairman of blds
Wildwood.
His night club appearances have for the pram. has stated that the
included the Moulin Rouge In Rol- "bids are going fast," and asks
lywood, Silver Spur in Phoenix. students to get their tickets as
and Prank Dailey.’ Meadowbrook soon as possible, while they last.
According to Miss Small, apin New Jersey.
proximately 200 tickets have alAccording to Alicia. Cardona, ready been sold to the annual
fair.
Fisher states that "the prom la
open to all four classes and not
just limited to the juniors."
Still another aftershock In the
Bids will be sold through tomorwake of last Friday’s earthquake’
row in the Outer Quad from 930
Jarred San Francisco at 6:14 p.m. a.m. to 2:30 p.m., for $2.50 per
Tuesday.
couple. Students also may obtain
The new tremor brought to 78 tickets in the Student Affairs of the total of afterihocks with a lice before 11:30 am, and after
Richter magnitude of 2 or more 240
since Friday’s big 5Z jolt. Other
smaller tremors raised the total to
between 200 and 300. During the
day other quakes were felt at 1:14
am., 6;51 am., 7:20 a.m., and
All persoas who plan to stu-

Another Jar Hits

Teachers To Sign

12:43 p.m.

Vets Must Sign
Attendance forms for the month
of Sfamh Will be signed for one
week only, March 25-29, in the
Korean Veterans Office, Room 122.
122.

dent beach next semester are
reminded that the deadline for
pre-registoition Is Wednesday,
April 3.
Sign -op ferias can be obtained from Instructors In education classes or from the seeretary In the scroadary Education
Office, Bldg. K.

NO. 100

Council Nixes Local
Big-Time Grid Plans
-

SJS Appoints
Stanford Grad
As Line Coach
Marty Feldman, 34-year-old
Stanford graduate, today was appointed line coach at San Jose
State.
Feldman will replace SW Perry,
whose resignation becomes effective September 1.
In 1955, lieldman was Spartan
football coach Mob Tittheriars
coach at New litesdeo llehrerelty.
Itteltenal said yesterday:
’Minty bar a k’etal interest In
football and did a eirondetTUI job
with UM kids. He’ll cherw ’ern hew

tea dam."
irellibuirs was an all-Paattlo
Outfit Cenfereeme guard for MO
MI ladders tenni- mid flayed
Brilivellter dein. in DNS and 411’.’
He also Is a sneasher of lIsaford’. all-time rugby team.
He jolted the Stanford gridiron
staff as an assistant freshman
coach in 1018 and was Junior varsity line coach there in 1952. Feldman was in private business from
1949-1952.
He played under Marehle Melt wart: at Stanford for a seamu. although Cheek Taylor wee
et the helm rlisetag Fellennen
beet years.
He aerved in the atarbseindalltry tram 1941 to 1111060101 sin
duty in the Pacific. V11111111rii was
wounded at Eniwetok and received
the purple heart. He is unmarried.

Hopes for big-time football at San Jose State were thrown for
a huge loss yesterday.
The Council of State College Presidents refused to act on a
bid by San Jose State to become a major football power.
The San Jose request, made in the form of a resolution by President John T. Wahlquist, sought approval of the council for SJS to
follow Pacific Coast Conference athletic rules only.
The council put off action on the proposal indefinitely. Seer.men% sources said heated debate ernitag the presidirrits followed
the introduction of the proposal.
The postponement of a decision does not mean San Jost might
not later be ’Rowed to follow PCC rules.
The council felt the issue needed more study before decision

Radio Guild Airs
Fire Documentary
On KEEN Tonight
"The Pinochle Deck and the
Shiny Brass ’Pole" will be presented tonight by the Radio eked over
Station KEEN at 9:06 legleek.
It Is one In series M debmentary broadcasts entitled "The
Sleeping
The abaft Merit
cern the city of San Jose and the
protective forces within the city.
The broadcast will include a
dramatisation of a firs, "which
could happen to anyone." The title
of the show reflects the popular
notion that firemen do nothiag but
sit around playing pinochle until
the time comes to elide down the
brass pole.
Bob George is the announcer for
the show and members of the cast
are, Doug Coleman, Harvey Cradismellf, John Hail, Mary Swat*.
Jan Meiffering, Keith (Munich and
Stein Gardner. Glen Peasinger is
the production engineer.

Of Chan in Awards Pro ram

uld be made.
Under. the present setup, San
Jose is following both PCC and
state college athletic regulations.
In cases where the two codes conflict San Jose follows the stricter
of the two.
As a result, San Jam Must follow rules more ’triaged titan
either PCC teams or state allegm.
The Spartans are not abiC4,411110pete effectively in bringing We
athletes to San Jose.-- --The council’s decision ewe Mit
the only blow yesterday. Dr. Walls
top Peelfte--ieube ivirined-reem
Coast Conference official that the
college’s champs; of entering the
PCC were slim.
The FCC official, le a letter
to Dr. Wahlqubit, said the only
way 848 could heroine a masher of the FCC is by levitation
from the other else merabera.
Most of the.. seamen, however,
feel there are *beady s many
schools in the Obilleimenn The
sealer pewees In Ilse POO Want
to play m ex,* 1:4=Ineal
games hut are

liehneule at least ammo games
with other 110 sebeels.
Had the council aellbxtvell Dr.
Wahlquist’s amendment, San Jose
would have been allowed to have
a training table, tuition payments
and.graiiii. hi Mil far stblittes.

The Student Council yesterday came out hi frier of changing
San .111111111111110Pliallialong
the Awards program so that the Men’s Physical Education Department, with state oil
=Bons at
Musk Department and Spimch Departmont will administer, choose present so they
ule PCC
elevestments
and divide awards on their own. Appropriations to these
teams. It is riot known whether
will not stipulate how the funds are to be used.
or not PCC teams would schedule
The Council felt that such a method would force the departments
SJS if they followed only the state
to make their own decisions on how the awards *old be distributed.
By this procedure, the Aviards
request
Committee would act as an adIt was the opinion of the Counvisory group and the Student
cil that the Advisory Board, which
Council and Board of Control will
did
not call a meeting to conhave the final say on how much
sider the judo request and did
money is appropriated for each
net poll all of its members on
department.
the matter before ’spurning
All other awards will remain funds from the Council, acted in
under the control of the Awards such a way as to insult the Judo
Committee. The Council stipulated team and the Council,
that the departments will just
The Student Council questioned
have to work with the money they the "sloppy business procedure"
he
alnot
will
and
are allotted
employed by the Athletic Departlowed to ask for more funds.
ment in making the request.
In addition, the Council refused
’rhe Council, however, did not
to grant $450 to the Athletic De- drop the matter of sending the
partment to send three members Judo team to the AAIJ championof the judo team to Hawaii for ships, but instead said that it
the AAU, championships until the would consider the request only
Athletic Advisory Board takes when the Athletic Departnient
"businesslike" action on the judo took the proper action.

college regulations.

Long-term plan of the council
Is to form a state college athletic eleaferenste. This reportedly
will he formulated when the
other Institutions equal r4Jrt In
shte. Dr. Watilquisit’s resilolution
presided that Man Jaw, would
follew PCC rules only Irani such
Urn. as the council formed the
sew league.
In the meantime, San Jose must
wallow In no man’s land. toe
strong for a majority of the state
because of strict regulations, too weak to compete on
in equal basis with the PCC.

colleges, and

Doe Becker

Ford Civic Affairs Exec Discusses
Economics in Centennial Lecture

"The Economic Outlook for Commerce.
He was selected in 1947 as me
1957" will be discussed tonight at
$ o’clock in the Concert Hall of
the Music Building by Thomas R.
director of civic affairs for
the Ford Motor Ors at Its administrative offices in Dearborn, Mich.
Reid is being brought to ’OS
campus by the college Baldness.
Division is its contribution to.thei
Centennial Lecture Series. He will
be introduced by Dr. Milburn D.
Wright, divisket Chairman.
Reid is a director of the Detroit
Board of Commerce, a member of
the Michigan State Economic
Development Commission a n d
Defense Production
Commission, a regional vice president of the National Municipal
League, a director of the Citizens
ftesearch Courted of Michigan, a
director of the United Osintemity
THOMAS L REID
Services of Metropolitan Detroit
. . . Ford Director Speaks
editellIMIS
at
the
member
and a
olitstanding young
nation’s
the
of
end government operations
Settee al Um U.S. Chamber of men at the year by UM U.S. MIS*

r,m.rgenry

1008T LTKX CAUSEThese coeds will kelp "man" the sales
booths meat Wednesday from ’7 a.m. to 2 p.m. for tyke, campus
feature
se, Shame fleartng Edition goes an male ’then. Coeds
odent women’s housing facilities wUl hike part In
trete 111
with (left la right t Barbara Balt nrven, Dinar’ Wavle;
the
Garland linviisr; Donna Scar,13, Trarapdl Manor;
Nancy
Mari House; Peggy Intrkk, Marinello Manor,
Mails

bar of Commerce. Before joining
the Ford Motor Co., Reid was
vice president in charge of industrial relations and public affair,
for McCormick and Company. Inc.
of Rammer,. tie sloe nerved as
a member of the Baltimore city
Council.
At various times in his careen
Rale has been executive vice president of the National Society for
the Advancement of Management,
executive vice president of the
H.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
and chairman of cts. personnel pota
of the Department oil
gboard

erme.
In addition he has

been a erne
auleaht to the Office of Defense,
Mobillialion in Washington, D.C.;
haa served In Washington as itai
natant director of mobilisation in
thane of manpower and has been
chairman of
Hoover Commies
nen teak ISM cop special pima.
’ma prablenii In the
Depart.*
Wiest at DaillorM
.4-

it

...I

Thar’s Gold in Them Thar Hills, Pardner
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Daily Staff Shakes, Rattles N’ Rolls
As Earthquake Knocks the Rocks
By MARII.VN l’ETEKS
Friday at 11:451/2 a.m., diligent SPARTAN DAILY reporter was
seated atop the Sen Andreas fault trying to pound out feature story
about the blue sky and twittering birds. Suddenly the reporter had
the task of trying to calm a vibrating typewriter and maintain his
position on bamboo -legged chair simutaneously.
"Earthquake," yelled a female member of the staff, staring
the waves in her orange juice. "C.rtrol ender your desk. The
look like jell "
"Don’t panic," yelled the calm
male at her left as he weaved to
Any person visiting Billion High
the teletypewriter. "The Journallam-Advertising building may be School in Brillion, Wis., might
older than the new Library but think the students are in the
at would take more than a quake wrong classes.
Accortling to United Press, the
toruffle its dignity."
fellows wear aprons and whip up
"Let’s watch the floors of the cakes, while the females wield
new administration building slide hammers and saws in the shop.
down those steel poles," suggested
School officials Initiated sloanother member of the distaff
wer* courses at Brillion to teach
ode, hanging to A "nervOus" win"self-reliance" to all studento.
dow sill.
Educators feel the familiarity of
Dragging a 15-foot tail of yel- the work of both sexes around the
low teletype copy to his desk home will provide a better basis
from the busily clicking mactibm, for marriage later on.
the diligent reporter, thank, to
the United Press, learned that the
quake was the third of the morning to hit the Bay Area, This OM
was more violent than the previous two and knocked cornices
off San Francisco buildings, sending people into the streets with
fright_ It was felt as far north as
Sacramento and as far south as
Paaadena.
The DAILY staff has one coin
meat: "Shiver our timbers!"

Sexes Swap Jobs

EXCEL LETTER SERVICE
do Stadent Wro4ING
. ’ ,-- -- Y - ADDRESSING
Risesoniible Pato
US & lad
CT 11-111111111
If no answer cell CT 34209

BRIDALS

and
FORMALS
Rented, sad Soles
Cassel Dresses sail Accessories.
Gorslity Merchandise, Iskiget Prices.,
Dress Designer here to help yea.
Matisse! Charge Plan
$U W. Sae Caries
CT 5-9061

The land of sudden floods, where
rocks move, of dusty ghost towns,
where Forty.Niners once lived to
dig millions in gold out of now
abandoned mines; the lead of wild
schemes and great hoaxes from
the Eldorado days, all this,. and
inon’, ail) open to the "repeater"
group at the West Coast Nature
School this Easter.
Dr. G.A. McCallum, bead Of the
Biological Sciences Department,
will lead these students, who have
been to 1>eath Valley before, on
a grand tour of the area,
The group will go 200 feet
down a Bourne mine In a bueketa big bucket. Fluorite is
used in the steel industry. It
earns the seem which collects en
top of nielten steel, and thus
hosilitalles It decantation.
---IFenot quite the same stuff
they put In toothpaste.
According to Dr. McCallum, the
present owner of the mine bought
it from a disgruntled prospector
in the 1920’s for $100.
The ore brought out since then
has been 90 per cent pure. The
hole is 80-feet deep, with no end to
the vein in sight. The owner has
been offered five million dollars
for it.
SOMP people really do have all
the luckt
Next, the student& will visit

Student Union, Reminder of the Past;
Groans Under ’Weight of Modern Life
By MIKE
A cacophony of red brick, yellow brick and dingy sandstone
shouts out in feuding disharmony.
Jutting, jigsaw lines pyramid to
the leaden dome that squats
heavily on a valentine lace of
gingerbread issark._.Andrew Carnegie built it; it’s the Student
Union.
Fifty-five summers of standing
on the corner watching all the
years go by have left their mark.
Once, it was the elite, palatial City
Library. Now, it is a "high-lace
collar" in a "V-neckline" world.
Upstairs is aplace to relax. Meet
friends, attend meetings, listen to
the drowsing music from the hifi set, chat with the perky Student
Union receptionist. Mrs. Darlene
Harris, or play the "tin -twang"

Bourbon’s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT
378 W. Santa Clara St.

CYpress 5-1767

E. DALMON

Nk.Volite, Nevada. It is a ghost
tows. No weeder, leetted them
Is a hems hulk al Rigour bottles
That’s where she prospector
with his 111011 west to drown his
sorrow.
The students will visit Leadville,
Nevada, where one of the biggest
mining hoaxes ova% was perpetrated, accoking to Dr. MCCalken.
Some real shrewd operators sold
millions in stock on a worthless
lead mine. The dudes in the East
were attracted by a plan to build
a canal from the Gulf of California
into Death Valley, by which they
would haul the nonexistent lead
out, Sound like a real feasible
plan.
From Leadvine, the group will
motor down Titus canyon. They
named It that because a fella’
named Titus once went down It
with his nude looking for water.

When it rains in the higher
elevations, a wall of water 40 to
50 feet high comes roaring down
the narrow canyon. Needless to
say, Mr. Titus got his drink of
water.
Under certain conditions, Dr.
McCallum said, a sort of cement
comes down the canyon. The rains
strike off a lot of loose rock and
sod, which IlliXPS to form a thick
paste.
Imagine being chased through a
canyon in your car by a wall of
cement. Or YAMS yet, on a !Mile.
Another weird place the students will visit is The Racetrack.
It is not for horsesbut rocks.
Winds which reach a velocity of
100 miles per hour sweep acrollk
playa (dry lake bed), which has
a slick, actap-Ilke surface.
And thorrill
__
Boulders bigger than you can
lift are moved by the wind and
go zinging around the playa.
Some of those students may not
come back front that trip!
- Howarth

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UP)
The latest Eivia,Preeley fad is the
"Presley cut" a women’s hairdo
complete with bangs, aideburats
and "ducktall."
Hair stylist Glenwood Dodgson
said he has been "swamped" with
customers askingtor the "Presley
Cut" since he gave the first one
rnore than a month ago.
Dedgeon, a hair stylist for 20
years, said the style gives women
a "natural and casual look, but
still has a reckless touch .
"It began when one of our customers asked for something new
and different which retained the
bang effect," Dodgson said.
The stylist estimated between
400 and 500 women have come to
his beauty salons ’taking for similar styles.
"It’s easy to do and easy to care
for," he said. "It’s casual and ideal
for spring and summer.
"Anyone who can wear a short
hair style well no matter what
their age --can wear the ’Presley
Cut’." he said.
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All announcements should be
BROWN
piano that tits upright, begging. in the SPARTAN DAILY office
at 1:30 p.m. on the day prior to
in the corner.
publication.
Below, the belly of the giant attempts to digest the undigestible
crowd. Black liquid, tasting of
plastic cup. swirls about in little
slurps to the foot tapping beat of
the inaudible jukebox. Ulcered
paint peels from green walls.
Super gigantic salt and pepper
flecks flick about in commercialized ash trays with the breezy
chatter of the celler dwellers. At
noon, the air is at bay with the
smell of tuna.
Bells ring; students disappear
behind wrinkled glass doors. Thep
"What’s it WES to work for a big, exare not missed; the crowd remake*.
panding eompany like IBM? What
undiminished. Reinforcements stir
would I be asked to do? Would I get
ahead fast?" These were some of the
the black brew, churn the smoking
questions that filled Bob Everett’s
air with laughter, wobble with the
mind as he faced up to the big probthe
learn
and
tables
legged
peg
lem, "How can I put my M.B.A.
finer points of packing sardines.
training to the beet possible use?"
In Sacramento, far from the din
Bob came directly to IBM from
of the den, Assembly committee
Cornell ia July, 1955, with an M.B.A.
members veto appropriations for
in finance. He was immediately asnew student unions, (activities
signed, with twenty-nine other
, Wilding) and the heart of student
M.B.A.’s, to a Business Administration training program. This six
government and student pleasure
months’ program comprised general
strains under its burden, for our
orientation in the entire IBM organivictorian friend is a giant in spirit
sation, a six weeks’ field trip to the
only.

A touch of

Old Italy
IS WHAT YOU’LL FIND IN THE PIPING HOT,
DELICIOUSLY PREPARED FOODS SERVED
IN THIS CHARMING HIDEAWAY.

Pizza

IS THE SPECIALITY OF THEIR EXPERT TEAM OF CHEFS.
YOU’LL BE ABLE TO CHOOSE FROM
A WIDE TEMPTING VARIETY.

Nickel

k ell it -takes to enjoy music while you
dies, for they still have a 5c juke box.

SAN REMOS
WILLOW ST., OFF ALMADEN

CYpress 4-4009

be. John W. Aberle, associate
professor of business and a former
major in the National Guard, has
been promoted to lieutenant colonel and appointed adjutant genglobe to give their pupils an under- eral of the Seth Infantry Division.
standing of earth science, the chief ilillifficilli111111111111111111111111ilitlitiA
See Yee et tee ...
map editor of Rand McNally and
JUNIOR PROM
3
Co. says,
SAN MATEO=
=VILLA HOTEL
"Teachers today know less about ?
Jerry Gray’s told
A free bid estended to
globes than did the teachers of a
ASB No. 2143
century or two ago," Mapes said. GMIMMIMMIMMIMMUMMIMMillinlifi
._
.

Gals ’All Shook Up’ Chidei T.eachers
CHICAGO (UP)-- Teacher*
Over Elvis Hairdo don’t
know how to use the world

)
yttitt b

DATA PROCESSING

tLECTNIC

t

to Airtime,

Complete selection of new
spring fashions.
Al! reasonably priced. 4§30
Under New Management
Open Thursday Evenings

962 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 7-4213

LayaWays

You Zde
MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See cad try Whet Yon Like
We Specialize
OPEN
Complete Dinners
7 DAYS A WEEK
1100 a.m. fo 8:00 p.m.

Jos(
1.00 to 1.50

In

Homemade
Desserts

ACROSS FROM KRESS

175 SOUTH FIRST

Formal Time?
You’ll want everything perfect
for this, the big, big dance of the
yeab_ao why:- Dot alas -a perfect
choke in flowers with a corsage
from . . .

NervulEti

2nd and
San Fernando

CY 2.
8312

"What’s it like to be in
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.:;
AT IBM?"
Two years ego, Robert Everett asked himself this question. Today, as
Administrative Assistant to the Divisional Controller, lob reviews his
experience at ISM and gives some pointers that may be helpful to you In
taking the first, most important step In your business comer.
Why lob pkkod IIM
41

!Gering mot No "hot" pnoissie
Promoted the same year.
By December of the same year, Bob
was promoted to Ma present job
Administrative Assistant to the Controller of the Data Processing Division. "The first function of an
Administrative Assistant," says Bob,
"is to filter out the ’hot’ projects
from those that can be handled later.
You follow through on projects assigned by the controller and keep

Demelepase sew system
Syracuse branch office and several
Montle at the Poughkeepsie manufacturing facilities. There he gained a
functional knowledge of IBM maehinea, particularly the 700 series of
giant electronic computers.
His training completed by January,
1956, Bob was assigned to the Methods
Department sea Methods Analyst at
IBM World Headquarters in New
York City, Here, with the cooperation
of operating department personnel, he
worked on the development of systems
and procedures for the various Division areas. In addition to normal
method, techniques used in develophag sy stems atid procedures, he studied
these projects in terms of possible
machine application for either IBM
high-spes4 giant computers or conventional accounting equipment. One
project was the study of the Machine
Ordering procedure with the objective
el simplifying and mechanizing it and
at theism* time improving the source
information to provide for a more
complete analysis of sales and productioo backlog.

,

-gctsis ion 3 front 21sylintr

Bob made a careful study of existing
opportunities before selecting IBM
for his career. He had a dozen campus
Interviews; took nine company tours.
IBM’s M.B.A. program interested
him became, as he says, "It gave
me a chance to review the entire
company before starting an actual
line assignment." He was intrigued
by the increasing use of data processing equipment in finance and he knew
that IBM was a leader in this field.
Salary-wise, he found IBM better
than many, but it was company
growth potential that motivated his
choice. "Opportunity certainly exists

"Opeoriunity Termini,’ criers et Pew*

Esspbe ’hi boat pasha
their prqgram." Bob’s
new position affords a pleasant diversification of work: charting divisional
reeponai bi I ities of the control ler’. functioti ... plans for decentralization ...
costa of regionalization ... summarising key financial and statistical information for presentation to top management.

pceted oa

Bob points Out that there are many
areas in Business Administration at
IBM for men with an M.B.A. or a
B.S. in accounting: corporate, general, and factory accounting; internal
audit; methods; payroll and taxes.
Administrative and management
positions constantly open up at World
Headquarters, IBM’s 188 branch

oitomemsey plants
.
, end libeeetedies
vveratertepe

at IBM," he says. "Growth factors
alone will account for many new executive positions. A second factor is the
trend toward decentralization, which
also creates new jobs. These factors,
plus IBM’s ’promote-from -within’
policy, add up to real opportunity."
,
IBM hopes that this manage will help to
give you some idea of what it’s like to be
In Business Administration at IBM.
There are equal opportunities for RE,’,,
M.S.’s, physicists, mathernaticiatui and
Liberal Arts majors in IBM’s many diet.
Mona Research, Product Development,
Manufacturing Engineering, Sales and
Salo Assistance. Why not drop in and
divine IBM with your Placement Director? He can supply our latest brut-hum
and tall you when IBM will next interview on your campus. Meanwhile, our
Manager of College Relations, Mr. P. H.
Bradley, will be happy toansweryeur gum.
time. Write him at IBM, Room 10002,
690 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. y,

IBM

INTEINATIONAL
BUSINIII MACHINES
COIPOIATION .

-111111.1P
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MILITARY PRODUCTS

Top Performers \Compete
In Official Track Opener
By RAND1E 11 POE
It probably will take a minor
miracle for the Spartan tracksters
to unravel Stanford Saturday, but
spectators will nevertheless see
some outstanding individual competitors in action.
The triangular affair also involves the Santa Clara Youth Cen.
ter.
Pit’Vt) was punctured, along
with the San Francisco Olympic
Club, by powerlited Stanford
last week. The Indians tapped
out 92 points, the Olympic Club
rang up 57, and the SCYC played
the part of a caboose with RI
tallies.
Two SCYC aces won their
events, however, and might be unstoppable Saturday.
GEORGE MATTOS READY
Two-miler Gar Williams, who is
not much bigger than a Mickey
Mouse wrist watch, and Olympic

pole-vaulter George Mathis, an
ex-Spartan, appear to be in top
shape already,
%Williams upset Stanford’s
touted two-miler, Maury Graves,
by 1511 yards last week. He was
clocked In 900.0: Graves Placed
second at 9:59.5.
Mattos vaulted 14 ft. 4 in. in
his first test but
he might get
more than he
bargains for from
SJS’s Chuck
Hightower, who
has three times
this year climbed
over the 14 foot
level. Stanford’s
pole - vaulting
cupboard 19 bare. HIGHTOWER
PHELAN HERE SATURDAY
The highjump should captivate
most of the attention, with three
potential record-crushers compet-

Tennismen Drop Match
To Pepperdine Waves

ing. Stanford’s Phil Phelan, when
he masters the art of pulling his
left leg over the crossbar, will be
ready for Charley Dumas a n d
Villanova’s Phil Reavis for national supremacy. Phelan leaped 6
ft. 8% in., his all-time best. Two
Olympians, Vern Wilson and Herm
Wyatt, will go gunning for Phelan
Saturday.
Othere cavorting under the
SCYC banner are sprinters Dave
Jet, who runs like his last name
ex -Lincoln speedboat
’
Dick Brown (:9.6), and former
Spartan Art Hiatt (:9.9).
They’ll match strtdes with the
Spartans’ trio, Rapid Ray Norton,
Garfield Finley. and Van Parish.
Running in Stanford toggery
will be Frank Herrmann l:9.81and
Jim Easter (:9.9). It should he
mildly interesting.
Only an Agnews patient would
Spartami much chance .
In the shot put, javelin, and dire

Ike the
CUL

PiKA,
Score Heavy
Pacific Wins

Pepperdine dropped the SJS tennis squad, 6-3, yesterday at
the Spartan courts. The locals’ season record is now 2-2.
Stan Ellis whipped the Spartans No. I man, Kent Clunie, 6-1,
6-1, in the feature match.
Pi Kappa Alpha and Tap-A -KegOnly two locol netmen snagged victories against the surprisingly
Five scored lopsided’ triumphs in
tough Waves. Sam Waggoner topped Mike Campagna, 6-4, 4-6,
I he Independent Pacific Coast
6-0, and Rod Barrette defeated Howard Johnson, 7-5, 7-5.
NOW
APPEARING
DINAH
WASHINGTON
COMING.
ERROL
GARDNER
Sander Jams
3 to
7 P.M.

SAN JOSE THEATRE (WILD.
passese

1414# aiist

SY."

Waggoner teamed with Harold League and the Inter Coast LeaSmith in the doubles to provide gue’s leaderthe Spervetsof the Spartans with their only tidally won the championship in
triunsph In that even ta 741, 6.2 the Spartan Gym lust night.
PiKA thumped undermanned
*WY,
Rtrii-13ritt and Aaron
Red Sox’s by a 95-32 score with
Johnson.
forward Steve Scott leading the
Spartan Don Anger bit the
way with 27 points. PiKA cinched
dust in tough match with Don
a tie for the chahdponship and
Holmes, who finally prevailed
need a win over strong Tau Dieta
at 41-4, 2-11, 6-3. In the doubles,
Phi to clinch the title outright in
R.N.’s- ’Marty Halfhereind Rod the iinal game of the regular seaBarrette lost a well -played 6-4, son next Monday night.
Tap-A -Keg -Five- now with a
5-7, 6-5 decision to Ellis and
7-1 win -loss record and tied with
Johnson.
TDP for second placetrounced
The froth net squad trounced Phantom Five, 87-30,
with guard
East Contra Costa, 9-0.
Don Woods racking up 34 points
Lee Junta polished off Dean and forwaid Jim Derrickson hitBrown, 6-3, 6-0, and Tom Foote- tine far 2L.
kit mashed Roger Snyder, 6-1,
6-0, to pace the victory.

1441.11,01,5,4$

LIVE ON STAGE UNCENSORED
Deeds, F,ieley.- Saturday
March 25-29 1:30 P.M.
alsinferiniery Theatre
IN CIVIC AUDITORIUM
STUDENT RATES
$1.21 Witir -AM Card

In the doubles, Junta and Foote.
kis kayoed Brown and Snyder.
11-1, 6-0.
’Tuesday the SJS varsity cracked

Santa Clara, 6-0. Clunk’ led the
Wills with a 5-7, 6-2, 6-1 victory
over the Broncos’ Paul Newman.

cparta
cpet41
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Sp artans Face
San Francisco
In City Today

STUDIO
By DON BECKER

Richard

Judy

Conte
Holiday
Collegiate busing took what appears to be a big step forward
when the coaches got together during the three-day Pacific Coast
In
Inter -Collegiate boxing clusnipiunahlpa last week. Prior to the tourney,
there were rumblings heard to the effect this year’s PCIs were the
last going, to be held in Sacramento. Cal Agile*, 25 year sponsors
plot
of the colorful affair, reportedly were ready to pull out. On top of
that, coruplaints about the strength of the northern teamsIdaho
Rory Calhoun
State, Washington State and College of Idahowere heard. The
northern :schools placed to much emphasis on boxing, some said.
California’s Coach Eddie Nemir withdrew his team from the
tournament, charged the northern schools were not devalimplas their
own tsoiers lie made it known that if he had.hla way they would
restrict the totirney to California teams.
With these problems in mind, the coachea-ineTat the Senator
Hotel for a chat. Result one was that Cal Agglesa wetted continue to
sponsor the PC1s. Though the P.E. department there was not over
Robed
Deborah
anxious to do so, the students were. Crip Toomey, director of the
Kerr
Mitchum
Kis since its inception, told the coaches he would be glad to handle
"HEAVEN KNOWS
the job again next Year. Date for the tourney was set at March 21,
MR. ALLISON"
22 and 23.
Major problems out of the way, the coaches mused over the
plus
future of boxing. There was talk of a league comprising the boxing
"STORM WARNING"
powers of the Coast --Idaho State, WSC, College of Idaho, San Jose
Scott Brady Male Poesn
State, Cal Poly. Nevada and possibly Sacramento State. Another
league to include Michigan State and Wisconsin was discussed. The 5coaches were thinking in terms of improving their lot. A league would
go a long way toward creating more interest in the sport.
CV
7
SOrCh
Of a concrete nature, Nan Jaw Coach Julie Menendez was
"PRIVAT1 PROIDR1SS"
appointed to head a committee to start a noviee tourney with state
The Funniest British Comedy sine*
colleges In this state and Nevada participating. The Idea behind the
"Genevieve." You’ll lents heR the
stop! Added
firVcene and
move is to induce more schools to improve their boxing programs,
DODS OP TH1 ROAD" pies
develop more boxers. If the state colleges show the Interest Menendez
"LAND OP TH1 Still"
thinks they will, next year may see the first of a long line of state
college novice tournaments.
In May, the coaches will reconvene in Sacramento and try to get
Gina Loilobridgid iii
the league beyond the discussion stage. Menendez is scheduled to re"WOMAN OF ROME"
port on his progress in setting up the novice tourney.
pha
Whatever transpires, the coaches are on the right track in
"ANIMAL FARM"
have
,greater
emphasis
for
their
sport.
Unlike
football,
it
seeking to
Celebrated Satire Animal Cartoon
Student Rates With Card
does not ’cost money. Rather, it takes work on the part of the

"FULL OF LIFE"

"UTAH BLAINE"

San JOM. and PSI.’ basehallers
collide today in the Buy City for
their second meeting of the season
and both clubs hope the; can
come to a decision this time.
Last time out, the Dons and
Spartans hooked up in a slugfest that saw each side raek
up 14 runs at the end of nine
Darkness prevented
Innings.
further play.
Dale Ocken, (1-0), is Coach Eddie Solkzak’s mound choice for
todays game. Ocken, a smooth
right hander, owns the lowest
earned run average on the 1001
nine wifh a 0.77 mark.
NO FIRERALLER,
Not a fireballer, he throws a
variety pf pitches that up to this
point, have not been hit palticularly hard Coach Sobczak is
hoping for a sound mound performance by Ocken Inasmuch as
hurling ace Tuck Halsey has a
sore arm and Is not expected
to be ready to throw at all this
week.
Halsey, who has been below par
his last two times out, joins first baseman-outfielder Ed King and coaches. They all seem willing.
shortstop Bob Krell on the sidelines. Both King and Kral’ have
been hobbling about with leg in-

SAME LINEUP
Sobezak plans to use the same
starting lineup that defeated
Freeino on Tuesday, 6-1. The
Spartan mastermind, like moat
baseball men. .._doesn’t want to
change his lineup when he has
a winner.
In 14 outings this season, the
locals have recorded nine wins
against three loses Two tilts have
been stalemates. Brightest start
for the Spartans of late, has been
Jerry Clifford. Off to a slow start
(0-14), he h69 since come on to
become -the Spartans’ top hitting
In addition to the Sparvets title- regular with.,, a .348 average.
4
cinching 55-79 triumph over the
Bruins, forward Dick Lynch scored
22 points to lead Newman Club
to a 50-37 win over Tappa Nug
Keg; IFT’s slaughtered the Dugout Dandies, 71-31; Esquires defeated Theta Chi, 51-38; and Spartan Chi won a forfeit from Baker
Hall Five, all in the Inter Coast
League contests last night.

- Show Slate -
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MAYFAIR
Glenn Ford Rumor Parker
"INTERRUPTED MELODY"
GiumRA
Elisabeth Taylor

"RAPSODY"
Student Wes

POE

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN

What might have been was washed down the drain yesterday.
President John ’1’. Wahlquiat returned from Sacramento with
tidings of great joy for local pure-breds. San Jose State was turned 1
down in its effort to become a top-water athletic power.
We wonder how hard the Spartans tried to meet Jack at the top
of the sports beanstalk.
It would appear as if we accepted the news with lamb-like silence.
The Council of State College Presidents seemed to put the Spartans
to bed without any supper for harboring such naughty "big-time"
thoughts.
Their action reminds us of fat cats toying with timid -mice.
... And the meek shall Inherit the earth.

Gordon MacRae Shirley Jones
in

"OKLAHOMA"
plus

"THREE BRAVE MEN"
1111=11M111111=111^

EL

RANCHO

Rock
Elisabeth
Nudism
TkVist
Jam ei Dem. is

"GIANT"
Welt Disoey’s
"SPRINO FROLICS"

ticklers!

An inside

CALENDAR says it’s spring ... but it ain’t necessarily
so. The freezin’ season may still come up with one last
blast. And when that happens, your cigarette smoke
makes a mighty Crisp Wisp! Of course, with Luckless,
you can forget the weather. Luckies taste fine all year
roundand no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette . . .
nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that’s
TOASTED to taste even better. Forecast: You’ll say
Luckies are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

story you
ought to know I
These famous Arrow Tee Shirts
have comfort woven right into
them. They can’t sag, can’t bind,
can’t stretch out of fit. Here’s a fine.

A,

spun Tee Shirt that "gives" with
every motion you make. And the
Dacron reinforced neck band keeps its 1s,,
perfect slupe--termasently. Arrow Tee, $1.25;
Arrow Guards (knitted briefs), $1.25.

ARROW-3-,
first in

fashion

PORTS TIM
MANDKIRCIIIIFS UNDIRWIAR

** means "Tops!"
when its an Arrow
Arrow Tee Shirts and knitted brief
Guards are made of the softest
fine-spun fabric. The Dacron reinforced
neck band can’t sag out of place. Come
in anytime and we our fine assortment
of Arrow Tees and Guards.
Tees, $1.25 up; Guards, $1.25.

I.

SECOND AT
SANTA CLARA STREETS

A

V/RAI

roil

umosno isreki(Aueit
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STUCK FOR DOUGH

START STICKLING!
MAKE $25 1).,
Well par $25 for *very Stickier we
print and for hundreds more that
never get used! So start Stickling -they’re en easy you can think of doses,.
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddled
with two-wood rhyming &newer,. Bo&
words must have the same number of
syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
’ens all witk your name, address,
college and class to Happy -Joe-Lucky,
Hoz e7A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

CIGARETTES

Ladies
Taste Better

’IT’S TOASTED" TO TASTE SETTER ;

_

IKEA

okT.C44

rIBODUCT OF GAZIAFIS4A00411

I CLEANER, FRESHER,

gerFAFFWeAral7
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mostuOents Peaci AES Initiates; Dr. Holland Will Attend
Classified
22
Announce
UC Prof To Keynote
Prose
Men Conference
Pox mum
ternoop To Honor Roll Credit
Dr. Jack H. lioDruid. negotiate Igikus Foundation,
National
rrtrY
Ise erg. All titIL Paid.
apt.
Pura.
partici- Assn. of Credit
Teacher Conference ThisA’f
Homer roll members and initiCV 4-2902. 357 S. 9th.
An oral reading program
Foundation.
pate in the National Assn, Of
Pape 4

Thursday, March 211,

SPARTAN DAILY

will

ates were honored by the Alpha
Eta Sigma, accountants’ honorary
society Thursday evening at the
OM Hickory restaurant in Santa
Clara.
Dr, Milburn Weight, chairman of
the business disision, spoke to the
accountants oh salesmanship and
Its mistionship to the public accounting profession.
Twenty-two students have made
the honor ride with a 325 average: They are Alfred E. Altmann.
William H. Bentley. Thomas F.
Sexier, Thecae* Callahan, Edward
Creddoqa. Keened; W. Elward.
&Wee Faultert. Jk Gordon, Ken"eh It Gray. .1Desaid Hodges.
Douglas W. Johnsen, Roger A.
King, Sydney J. Lansing, Edward
J. Isostearini, Joseph B. McCahan,
Donald Martwiek, J. B. Puffer,
Sleilley Ratahdt, Fred Smith, Ronald L. Snarr".11ohn A. Uchimura
tun Paul Young.
New members of AF,S who were
Initiated number 21. They are
Walla* C. serauk, Philip C.
Brancato, Robert Ching, James
D. Dale, Anna G. Eaks, George
Eykelbosch, ’Howard V. Fupta,
Jack D. Gordan Gary S. ’Goss,
Kenneth R. Grey. Werner Grosshens, WtllInm 3, thislett. George
D. Humphrey, Solon S. Jackson
Jr.. Billy V. Lawrence, Joseph B.
McCahan, Joe Y. Sato, Luis Valdes, Richanfillratts, ’Taney Wyatt,
and Peal H. Young.

Dr. James C. Stone, director of fessor of education, Is In charge be presented this afternoon at 4
’leather education and associate of arrangements for ’the confer- o’clock in the Studio Theater.
There will be no admission charge.
professor of education at the Uni- ence.
The conference, one df several
Barbara Hartman will read a
versity of California at Berkeley,
will be keynote speaker at the being held throughout The state series to illustrate the spirit of
Teacher Recruitment Conference this year, win be held In The Edu- pioneers Including. ’This I Becation Lecture Hall, formerly the lieve." by Helen Virden: -The Balto be held here Satuniey.
Dr. William B. Sweeney, pro- Little Theater.
lad of William Sycamore," by
Registration at 9:30 am. will Stephen Vincent Soviet; and "lie

Y Conference
Fee Deadline
Is Tomorrow

Students
to attend the
annual northern regioaal Student
"Y" Conference at Camp Campbell April 5-7 should pay their 82
registration fee by tomorrow
afternoon, according to Weivin
Stroud. Student "Y’ presidenL
The theme of the conference,
which will bring togethet students
ROM ail 41111Mges In northern Calilenge, in %bin Against Himself."
Total cost /or the week -end,
Including transportation. board
sad lodging. will be $7.75. The
group glom San Jose will leave
campus Friday afternoon. April 5
and return Sunday afternoon.
April 7.

Hawaiian Theme.
Planned for Dance

-a

-

open the conference, with a general session set for 20 a.m. Dr.
Stone’s address will preeede a
series of group meetings at which
representattves of schools and
civic groups will discuss what can
be done to encourage more people
to enter the teaching Reid.
Approximately 200 representatives of civic oragnizations,
churches, schools and parentteacher groups are expected to attend the event, which will last
throughout the day.
The series of conferences are
sponsored by the State Department of Education, and locally by
a committee representing schools
in Santa Clara and San Mateo
counties.
More group meetings are scheduled for the afternoon. after a
lunch to be *erred In the Women’s
Gym by the California Student
Teachers Association
In the dosing session of the
day, a panel will summartge the
day’s discussions with Blair Hurd.
coordinator for the State Department of Education, acting as moderator.
The conferences are sponsored
at the state level by the State
Department of Education in co-

The "Na Lei 0 Hawaii" dance
sponsored by the Hawaiian Club
will be held Saturdny at the Student Union from S pm. -1 am.
overseer; with the Cantered AsMusic will be provided by a soc4ation of Mewl
Hawaiian combo and those who tors, the California Congress of
attend should wear colorful Parents and Teantlers, the C.aliliewarion apparel.
fornia School Boards Association,
Admission is SO cents for stags and the California Tatebans asand 75 cents for couples.
sociation.
Dr. Slone, the keynote speaker.

holds A.B. and MA. degrees from
the University of Cincinnati and
Dr. Whitaker Deininger, assist- an Ed. D. degree front Stamford
ant professes of philosophy. will University.
be the guest speaker at the -Meet
the Professor" series this afternoon at 12:30 o’clock in the

Professor Speaks

Presbyterian Student Center, 99
S. llth St.

Sleuth To Speak
At Fret Meeting

Delton Georke. a special Investigator for United Airlines, will
speak at Mondays regular meeting of Chi Pi Sigma, police fraternity.
Four men will be pinned as
Tryouts for the TV show,
"Sham." have been postponed. pledges during the mallard which
They were scheduled to take plate begins at 7:30 p.m. ’They are
this afternoon and are now tenta- Larry Smith, RfehardJittlne. Gortively scheduled for April 22. The don Woolslayer and Joe Saragossa.
The fratantlty is planning a
show void. be presented ’May V.

Television Show
Tryouts Delayed

Students who have checked not backyard barbecue Strides,. acscripts from the Speech and cording to Mylon Maepin. The
Drama Office are asked to return affair will get undersea at 3

p.m.

them.

Didn’t Know Haw To Stand Still,"
anonymous.
James Thurber’s "A Box To
Hide In" will be read by Tem
Prather. -The Elephant Cutlet,"
by Ludwig Bemelmans will be
read by Gwyn Price. Ruth Suyama
will read "The Lantern and the
Fan." by Florence Holbrook.
Melvin Silva will read "Men
Show Devotion to a Loved OWoer," by Ernie Pyle.

MEETINGS
Alpha Eta Rho will Mee; tomorrow at 7 o’clock in The, Aero
Lab for a work night. A San
Jose Municipal Airport model will
be brought up to date.
Kappa Delta Pi will meet Friday at 3:30 p.m. in Room 49 of
the Education Building for the
purpose of spring pledging. If students would like to join Kappa Pi
and are not able to be present
at pledging, please contact Dr.
Rogers in 515 by Friday.

Latter Day Saints Ihmtleete .of
Religion will meet tomorrow eve-

Theirap,jr Students

ning at 7:30 o’cleek at the Inteltute. Special events 51411 hietude

a travelogue arid planning for the
April social.
-Manna "Y" will have a party
tomorrow evening from 8 to 11
o’clock at the Y. All students
wishing to none are welts:erne.
Stedent ’V" members planning
to attend the regkinal conference
at Camp Cannibal next weekend
mast PIO their -12tregletrtirtion fee
at the Y .by 5 pm. tomorrow.
Pit Spetlea Emma will meet
this evening at 1:30 o’clock In
Room 205 in the Men’s Gym.
Social Affairs Geminates will
meet Way at 303 p.m. to Room- .5

Toui:V. A. Center
The Departmeet of PhysicalMedicine of the Palo Alto Veter-

+41
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’17’ To Hold Party
studia t "Y" members, friends

and guests will have an Informal party tomorrow evening
from $ to 11 o’clock at the
"Y", according to Diane Beckley, socialchainnan.

Business Prof
Speaks at IBM
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be J. Allen Walker, general credit

rim SALE
Cent. Dudek, gd. cond., new
’41
Marks of the Stanford Graduate
tt. $100. 1-5. 540 Pi. lit St.
School of Business and Proteasdr
A. Most replete. CIF5:5R57.
Model
J. Fred Watson of UCLA.
’49 Ford Cont. 2nd owner. Best

manager, Standard Oil Company
of California: Professor Leonard

Heart Members
Explain Program

Health Professor
-rectitres Today

o
,
c .71:114.

I*: ’404.

WANTED
Itiders.Thriving Yakima, Wash,
Apr. 12_ Don Ganh elm, 2341
Speakers in the program will
Thompson Ct., Mt. View.

ness Machines Monday.
tor, and Donald E. Porter, execuThis was the first in a number
tive director, told the "Health and
of topics 4 be tevered by the
Hygiene Department about posipurchasing division in its special
tions open for students with traineducational program. ’Holland has
health education. The men
worked closely with IBM in set- ing in
explained that after graduates
ting up the purchasing program
complete a training period on the
for the new IBM plant, located
Heart Association’s staff, they be
at the intersection of Monterey
come eligible for advanced trainHighway.
Road and Bayshore
Wig such as masters degrees in
There are mote than 60 empublic health.
ployees in IBM purchasing, according to Holland, and approximately one-taint are San Jose
State grates.

Miss Mary D. Booth, head of
the Occupaticnal Therapy Department. said that ears will leave
promptly at 1:30 pm. from San
Carlos and 5th streets and will fered to regularly employed perreturn by 4- pm. Any Interested sonnel by the departMent’s educapersons can sign up in B72.
tion committee.

<4.v. st,"044:116. c.

Iowa. tor-men, hitch., pie. Mn. $25
mo. 633 So. 5th St.
large apt. for 3 boys. 349 So. 10th
St. CV 3-9035.
-him rms. $1-0--t15 me. Kltah.
Male std., no drink., amok. CV 3..
3308.

offer takes. CL 8-6984.
’53 Nadi Mandder. Gov.. O.D. re-

ale. mats. ’1109. CV 7-3259 eves.
’49 Ind. 49alw., hydro., very ’din.
Speaking on "Modern PurchasTwo members of the Alameda Earn. 111345 or will take older ear
ing Policies and Procedures". Jack County Heart Assn. visited the for equity. CV 5-8892 bfr. 8.
H. Holland. associate professor of campus recently to explain the
111115011ILIANEDITS
business, addressed the Purchas- agency’s employment program.
ing Division of International Busianyone who pa. his Whoa
Kenneth Briney, health educa- Would

Department today at 3 p.m.
This is the second in a series
designed to present new and stintulating material to employees in
the Nursing Division of the
County Health Department. The
In-service training program Is of-

department today.
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The purpose of the meeting is
Credit Men Conferenee at Candel
to offer the heads of the business
Friday and Saturday.
The costfeverne was arranged admistletration departments in the
for 30 ediseators.hi the business 11 western states an opportunity
field in the 11 western states and to learn first hand of the current
is being sponsored by the Eugene status of business credit, the
changing business philosophy in regard to its management, and an
opportunity to contribute ideas regarding NACM’s educational pro-

ans Administration has invited all
Dr. Grace S. Forties, assistant
Interested seaupational therapy professor of Health and Hygiene,
majors to a lea and tour of the will lecture at the County Health
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fees of $29.50 during Spring reg.
bY check drawn against Campbell

hr. of American Trust & which

has not been cleared, see Edith,
Rm. 34, or Agnes, Rm. 16.
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Min. local clubs. CV 3-5857.
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VAF cheek. Pls. return to
Ken Christenson. 52 S. 10. Kew.
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ADVICE ON ADVISORS
Recently I made an extensive tour of American tam purism, interviewing students and milling mechanical dogs,
and one of the most frequent complaints I heard from
undergraduates was, "My fatuity adoisor doesn’t really
care about me."
Everywhere I went I heard this game cry. (Indeed,
at one university I found 16,000 students jammed in the
field house chanting it a ailment.) But I am bound to
say, dear friends, tbst -you are wrong. Your faculty
advisor does care about you. The trouble is, he doesn’t
know you. And no wonder! How do you expect him to
know you when you see him once or so a semester?
Get to be friends with your faculty advisor-like, for
example, Alpine R. Sigafoos, a sophomore in timothy and

-7

silage at Texas A. & M.
Alpine R. Sigafoos appeared one night in the living
quarters of his faculty advisor (whose name, by a curious
coincidence, was also Alpine R. Sigafoos).
"Good evening, air;" said Student Sigafoos. "T am
come so that you may get to know me better and thus
help me solve the vexing problems that trouble me."
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’’And what are those three packages you are carry.
ins ?" asked Advisor Sigafoos.
"This," said Student Sigafoos, holding up the first of
the three packages, "ts a carton of Philip Morris Cigarettes, which come in long size or regular, and without

Which I never stir. ft Is, sir, a smoke beyond compare -

full of fresh, natural, unfiltered flavor that delights; the
taste, salves the soul, and turns the whole world into
one long vista of peace and greenery. Try one, sir."
"Think you," said Advisor Sigathos, lighting a Philip
Morris Cigarette. He puffed appreciatively for an hour
or two and then said, "And what is In the other packages

you are carrying?"
"I am rather a complex fellow," said Student
Sigafoos, "and I doe’t expect,that you will get to know
me in a hurry. So," he said, holding up his second package, "I have brought my bed-roll."
"I see," said Advisor Sigafoos, not entirely pleased.

"And what Is this third package?"
"Well sir, I know that occasionally you will be busy
with other matters and will therefore be unable to spend
time with me. So I have brought along my gin rummy
partner, Walter M. Handtlik."

In the next tato years Aa’vlsor Sigafoot, living cheekby -jowl with Sti4alt Sigafoos, got to know all of the
lad’s personality Malts, his hopes, his fears, his driven,
his quirks, his asplratitfria. At the end of that time,
armed with true understanding, kivisor Sigafooa concluded that Student Sigifoos’s basic trouble was that he

was not really college Material.
So Advisor Sigafoos got Strident Sigafoos a jqb with
the North Star Hockey Puoiceorporat ion where today he
Is head of the puck -parking department and a happy man.
Advisor Sigafoos is happy too. He has time again to
pursue his studies of Triehdhettrtsehms robissflia, the hairy
fm. At night he plays gin rummy With Walter M.
Itandslik.
Maa tbaboaa, 11117
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Woks so stodnt. - and to Araby too and to anybody oho
looking tor a storptheart at a oonafoo Is to try rows
the mentors el lido enigma.
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